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Abstract. The LHCb collaboration is one of the four major experiments at the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. Many petabytes of data are produced by the detectors and Monte-Carlo
simulations. The LHCb Grid interware LHCbDIRAC [1] is used to make data available to all
collaboration members around the world. The data is replicated to the Grid sites in different
locations. However the Grid disk storage is limited and does not allow keeping replicas of each
file at all sites. Thus it is essential to optimize number of replicas to achieve a better Grid
performance.
In this study, we present a new approach of data replication and distribution strategy based
on data popularity prediction. The popularity is performed based on the data access history
and metadata, and uses machine learning techniques and time series analysis methods.
1. Introduction
Data replication strategy is essential for the grid performance. On the one hand, too small
number of replicas puts high load on the network, leads to non-optimal usage of the computing
resources and large job wall-clock time. On the other hand, too large number of replicas requires
a lot of disk space at grid sites to keep all these datasets.
CERN experiments have explored how to predict data popularity using machine learning
and use it for the data replication strategy. ATLAS uses Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to
predict number of accesses to the dataset for the next week [2]. Access frequency represents the
popularity of the dataset. One replica is then removed for unpopular datasets and new replica
is created for a popular dataset once a week.
CMS predicts dataset popularity in up-coming week using classifiers. In this study, several
popularity definitions were explored [3]. Also, different classifiers were used to predict the
popularity.
LHCb data management system (DMS) [4] uses a static replication strategy: a dataset has a
given number of replicas during its life-time. This number can be changed by the data manager
based on the knowledge of the storage occupancy and the needs for the free space. However this
is not always done in an optimal way.
The first study of using machine learning for the data replication optimization in LHCb
[5] was done in 2015. The approach presented in this paper is an improved and redesigned
evolution of the previous one. In the new model, both long-term and short-term data popularity
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Figure 1. General concept of the study
predictions are considered. The predictions help to detect when the number of replicas of a
dataset can be increased or decreased.
2. General Concept
LHCb has more than 15 PB of data on disk. Driven by LHCb DMS [4], each dataset is replicated
on disk and also has one archival replica on tape.
The model presented here is designed in a cache algorithms way [6]. These algorithms use
specific metrics to select the most appropriate element to be removed from the cache. For
example, the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm [6] removes the least recently used element
from cache, but the Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm [6] removes the least frequently
used one. Particular metrics used in our model will be considered in sections 3 and 5.
The study is based on the dataset access history for the last 2.5 years and its metadata. The
general schema of the model is shown in Figure 1. The model provides long- and short-term
predictions of the data popularity. First machine learning is used to predict the probability that
a dataset will be accessed in the long-term future i.e. in the next 6 months or a year. Then a
time series analysis is used to predict the number of accesses to the dataset in the short-term
future: one week, one month. Then, the metrics for the replication strategy are calculated based
on these predictions. This metric determines which replica or whole dataset should be removed
from disk first.
3. Long-term Prediction
Each dataset is described by the following features: recency, reuse distance i.e. time between
the last and the second last usages, time of the first access, creation time, access frequency, type,
extension and size. Some of them are taken from the datasets metadata, others are extracted
from the access history. These features are used to predict the probability that the dataset will
be accessed during the next 6 months.
The probability is predicted using the Random Forest Classifier. The classifier training
includes two steps. In the first step, the dataset feature values are estimated using the first
1.5 out of the last 2.5 years of the access history. In the second step, the next 6 months of
the history are used to label the datasets. A dataset will be labeled as popular if it is accessed
during these 6 months, and is labeled as unpopular otherwise. Then, the classifier is trained to
separate the popular datasets from the unpopular ones using these features.
Figure 2. The dataset features importances Figure 3. The dependence of the amount of
the saved disk space from the mistakes.
The classifier quality is evaluated in the following way. New feature values of the datasets
are estimated using the first 2 out of the last 2.5 years of the access history. According to these
values, the classifier predicts the probability that a dataset will be popular. Then, the dataset
true labels are extracted from the next 6 months of data history. Obtained predictions and the
true labels are used to measure the classifier quality.
Finally, the classifier is retrained using the first 2 years of the history and uses the entire
history to predict the probabilities for the next 6 months in the (unknown) future in the way
described above.
Each dataset feature has a different importance for this two class separation. The Random
Forest Classifier allows to evaluate this contribution. Figure 2 shows feature importances as
estimated by the classifier. The figure shows that recency is the most important feature in
separating popular datasets from the unpopular ones. The LRU algorithm is therefore chosen
as a reference for comparison with the classifier.
The predicted probability can be used as a specific metric to save disk space. When it is
needed to save some space, a dataset with the smallest access probability will be removed first.
A mistake may occur, when a dataset is removed but is accessed later. In this case, this dataset
should be restored to disk from its tape archive. The quality of the approach is shown in Figure
3. The figure demonstrates that the classifier allows to save the same amount of the disk space
with up to 2 times smaller level of mistakes compared to the LRU method.
4. Short-term Forecast
In this part of the study, the time series analysis is used to predict the number of accesses to
the dataset during the coming 4 weeks. Brown’s simple exponential smoothing model is chosen
for that. The model is defined as:
yˆt+1 = yˆt + α(yt − yˆt) (1)
α = argmin
∑
t
(yˆt − yt)2, α ∈ [0, 1] (2)
yˆ0 =
1
n
n∑
t=0
yt (3)
where:
Figure 4. Short-term forecast quality Figure 5. Cumulative distribution function
of occupied disk space in LHCb from the
dataset number of replicas
yˆt+1: is the predicted number of accesses at time-step t+ 1
yt: is the number of accesses at time-step t
yˆt: is the predicted number of accesses at time-step t
α: is a smoothing coefficient
yˆ0: is the initial value of the prediction
The model has two extreme cases. The first one is an average model which corresponds to
α = 0. In this case, the prediction at the next time-step is the average of the values at all
previous time-steps. When α = 1 the model degenerates into a static one: the predicted value
at the next time-step equals to the value at the current time-step. The actual Brown’s model is
somewhere in between the average and the static extremes.
The model has only one adjustable parameter. As a result it works well with short and
sparse time series. Moreover, Brown’s model is simple to interpret. The figure 4 represents the
quality of the model on used data. Predictions and corresponding true values demonstrate a
high correlation of 0.92. The correlation for the static model is 0.86.
5. Replication Strategy
Based on the results of the short-term forecast the following metric is computed for each dataset:
M =
yˆtcurr+1
nreplicas
(4)
where:
yˆtcurr+1: is the predicted number of accesses at the next time-step
nreplicas: is a dataset number of replicas
This metric is used to adjust the number of dataset replicas. A replica for a dataset with the
minimum metric value is removed first when it is required to free some disk space. The very
last replica of the datasets is not removed and stay on disk. After each deletion the M value is
recalculated and the procedure is repeated. When there is some available free disk space, a new
replica for the dataset with the maximum metric value is added first. Then, the metric value is
recalculated and the procedure is repeated.
Figure 5 represents the cumulative distribution of occupied disk space in LHCb for different
number of replicas. The function shows that the largest part of the space actually corresponds
to datasets with 3 and 4 replicas. Thus, reducing number of replicas for them does allow saving
petabytes of disk space when it is needed.
Generally, the strategy described above allows to use the disk space more optimally. However
once or twice per year it makes sense to remove also the very last replicas for those datasets
which are the most unpopular based on the long-term predicted probabilities as described in
Section 3. This saves the disk space occupied by the datasets which most likely will never be
accessed in the future.
6. Conclusion
The paper presents the approach of how machine learning and time series analysis can be used
in data replication strategy. Forecast of the number of accesses of datasets allows to optimize
the number of replicas. The prediction of the probability for the dataset to be used in long-
term future helps to remove the least popular data from disks. These methods outperform
conventional ones such as static model and LRU, and helps to use disk space more optimally
with lower risk of mistakes and data loss.
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